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PREFACE

The techniques presently in use for calculating operational readiness
float levels do not take Into consideration the random nature of failures
or the desirability to allocate stock levels to minimize the associated
costs. A more sophisticated mathematical model liking these important
points into account is presentedherein. This procedure determines stock
levels required to meet a desireo float-availability goal at a minimum
cost by using past demand data or appropriate estimates. To assist
the reader in understanding thi techniques presented in this pamphlet,
it is suggested that he read appendix E. Definition of Terms and
Phrases, before reading the rest of the pamphlet.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. Purpose. a. This pamphlet presents techniques for determining the
optimum allocation for operational readiness float. The float is opti-
mized on the basis of achieving a desirea float-availability at a
minimum cost. The procedure may be divided into two separate parts.
One part is used for calculating float levels based on estimated param-
eters. The other part is used for calculating float levels based on
historical float demands. The procedure provides the user with a dual
capability: (i) he is able to determine initial float allocation levels for
systems with little or no usage data, and ýi) when historical data become
available, he is able to modify initial float levels to reflect past
occurrences. To assist the user in cbtainment of the optimal float allo-
cation levels, a computer program for this procedure is also presented.

b. This model is formulated to determine the operational readiness
float allocations for a set of identical end items. However, the for-
mulation is still valid if applied to a group of different end item
types. The float-availability resulting from such application will be
applicable to the group of end item types. The respective float-availabilities
of each end item type comprising the group will be greater than the float-
availability of the group.

i-2. Scope. This pamphlet applies to Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel
Command (AMC); AMC major subordinate commands; project/product managers;
and separate installations and activities reporting directly to Headquarters,
AMC.

1-3. General. a. The analytical derivation of the procedure is detailed
in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents the general procedure including
the oetimizing technique, and chapter 3 discusses the procedure's formula-
tion with and without historical demand information. Chapter 4 presents
the coding formats for each part cf the procedure.

b. The appendixes contain the computer program and sample input
and output data for the two parts of the procedure. Possible model
variations are also briefly discussed in the appendixes.

c. The source deck for the operational readiness float allocation
procedures (appendix C) is available upon request from the AMC Maintenance
Support Center, Applied Science Division. Letterkenny Army Depot,
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17Ž01 (AUTOVON 242-7739).
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CENERAL PROCEDURE

2-I. Ceneral. The model presented in this pamphlet is used to determine
conponent-end-item-float levels for operational readiness float. The
objective of this model is to determine float levels which enable
operational readiness float'to meet a prespecified float availability
goal at a minimum cost. 1

2-2. Assumptions. a. Assumptions which are inherent in the general
formulation of this model are listed below.

(1) The end item can be subdivided into mission essential
component end items.

(2) Component end item failures are independent.

(3) The failure rate of a component end item in float is negligible
compared to its operational failure rate.

(4) The float demands for each component cnd item follow a Poisson
Process.

(5) The float cost of any component end item is directly pro-
portional to the quantity of that end item in float.

b. Assumptions in a(-') Rn ) ar:' are •nh~rent Ir '5Z-t•. These
assumptions require that a maintenance analysis be performed to segment
the end item into component end items which are mission essential anc
that fail independently. The determination of mission essentiality
is made in reference to an overall mission objective of the end
items to be supported, not just one particular field mission.

z. The Poisson demand assumption specifies that the occurrence of
a failure of a component end item of type I, from a population of MI
component end items of type I, is described by a Poisson process. This
is not stipulating that any one component end item fails exponentially,
i.e., by a Poisson process.

2-3. Overview of Computation Procedures. a. The first step in
obtaining the optimum float levels is to determine for each component
end item the probability that the quantity of that component end item in
the repair/resupply channel is less than or equal to the quantity of that
end item in float. The quantity of component end items in float may vary
from zero to a predetermined lioat stock level limit. Calculation of the
probability can be performed by two methods. The choice of methods is

IThc cost is a m.,'imum for the calculated float-availability which may
be equal to or greater than the float-availability goal.



dependent upon the existence of historical demand information. If demand
cata on component end items are unavailable, as in the case of a new
end item, estimated component end item reliability and maintainability
parameters will be used in conjunction with the Poisson distribution to
arrive at the float-availability associated with the various float
levels of each component end item. If sufficient demand data are avail-
:iAe, they are utilized through application of Baysian inference and the
Foisson distribution to arrive at the float-availability. These two
methods are individually discussed in chapte• 3.

b. The float-availability for a particular set of float levels
is represented by the product of the component-end-item float-
availabilities of the appropriate component end items. The component-
end-item-float-availability increases as the float level of that
component end item is increased, thus increasing float-availability.

c. There are numerous floit level combinations that enable the
operational readiness float to meet a prespecified float-avail bility.
The problem is to find the least expensive combination based upon the
unit cost of the component end items.

d. The minimum cost float allocation is determined by an incr(
mental process:. Beginning with no component end items in float, the
float-availability is calculated. If this value is below the float-
availability goal, an additional component end item for float is selected
on the basis of utility, i.e., having the greatest inicrease in the float-
ava'lability per dollar expended. For each component end item, the
utility differs with the quantity of that component end item in float.
T his process is repeated until the desired float-availability is achieved.
The optimum float allocation is that allocation first encountered in the
process which achieves the desired float-availability.

2-4. Incremental Process Example. a. To help illustrate the incremental
process, an example is in cluded below. The end item considered for this
example consists of two component end items, unit A and unit B. The
component-end-item-float-availability calculated for each component end
item relative to its respective float level and unit costs is listed in
table 2-1. (See chapt-r i , equations (I) and (3) for calculation
procedures.)

Table 2-1. Component-End-Item-Float-Availabilities
Relative to Float Levels

Cbmponent Component End Items In Float Unit
End Item 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 Cost

A 0.368 0.736 0.920 0.981 0.996 0.999 =1.000 $1,000
B 0.607 0.910 0.986 0.998 =1.000 =1.000 =1.000 $5,000

2-2
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b. The steps and example results of the incremental process are
as follows.

(1) Comnute the natural logarithms for each component end item's
set of float availabilitics, corresponding to the various float levels
(tb1 .-- ).

Table 2-2. Natural Logarithm of Component-End-Item-
Float-Availabilities

Component Component End Items In Float
End Item 0 1 2 3 4 S 6

A -0.999 -0.307 -0.083 -0.019 -0.004 -0.001 0.000
B -0.499 -0.094 -0.014 -0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000

(2) For each component end item, successively compute the change
in the natural logarithm of its component-end-item-float-availability
resulting from the addition of one more unit of that component end item
to float. This is the marginal increase. (See table 2-3 for results.)

Table 2-3. Marginal Increase in Natural Logarithm of
Component-End-.Item-Float-Availability

Component Component End Items In Float _

End Item 1 2 3 4 . 6

A 0.692 0.224 0.064 0.015 0.003 0.001
B 0.405 0.080 0.012 0.002 0.000 0.000

(3) Divide the marginal increase by the unit cost to obtain the
marginal utility resulting from the addition of each unit to float.
(See table 2-4 for results.)

Table 2-4. Marginal Utility

Component Component End Items In Float
End Item 1 2 3 4 S 6

A 6.93x10 4- 2,23x10-4 6.42x10-S 1.52x10-5  3.01xlO- 6 l.OxlO-6

B 8.10xlO-S 1.60x10-5  2.42x10- 6 4.00x10-7

(4) For each component end item order the mar'inail utilities
from the largest to the smallest.

2-3
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(5) Compute the natural logarithm of the float-availability goal.

(No goal is presented in the example.)

(6) Allocate component end item float stockage in an optimal
manner by adding a float, a unit of the component end item with the
greatest marginal utility, until the float-availability goal is achieved
or exceeded (ta> .- 5).

(7) Optimal component end item float stockage levels are those
that result in the calculated float-availability being equal to or
greater than the float-availability goal.

c. The two methods used to calculate the probability of adequate
float are discussed in

Table 2-5. Allocations

Unit A Unit B Float-Availability Cost

0 0 .224 S 0
1 0 .446 1,000
2 0 .560 2,000
2 1 .839 7,000
3 1 .892 8,000
3 2 .968 13,000
4 2 .981 14,000
S 2 .985 15,000

3 .997 20,000
6 3 .998 21,000
6 4 =1.000 26,000
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CRAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF FLOAT MODELS

3-1. General. This chapter presents the underlying principles and the
development of the two float level calculation methods presented and
discussed in this pamphlet. The understanding of the derivations is not
essential for the successful use of either model. The derivations are
short and briefly discussed. They'are presented to aid in understanding
the approach taken for calculating operational readiness float levels.

3-2. Method 1 - Operational Readiness Float Without Prior Data. a.
Introduction and formulation of problem. In the absence of any past
demand data it is necessary to derive a model which will allow the use of
engineering judgment and past experience with like end items in the for-
mulation of demand estimates. This situation can occur with new end
items or with older end items that lack appropriate or meaningful data.
This procedure is an application of Palm's Theorem and follo's closely
work done by G. J. Fenney and C. C. Sherbrooke.

b. Additional assumptions.

(1) Assumptions used in this model, in addition to those already presented
are:

(a) The mean-time-between-taiiures, the mean-time-to-repair, the
mean-transportation-time, and the mean-time-awaiting-repair are constant,
at least over the inter,-"I of time for which float levels are being
computed.

(b) A prior maintenance engineering analysis of failure rates and
repair/resupply data has been conducted; thus all data required for this
analysis are available.

(2) The first assumption is not restrictive, pro,•iding that the
time between recalculations is not large, and that it describes a
representative portion of the useful life of the end item(s). AR 750-19
stipulates such float factor calculations be made once a year.

(3) The second assumption is implicit in AR 750-19.

c. Development of model.

(1) The development of this model is based on a queuing theorem dev-
eloped by Palm, which states that if input of a process is Poisson, then the
quantity of units in the service zycle in the steady state is also Poisson for
any distribution of service. The Poisson-state probabilities depend on the
mean of the resupply distribution, but not on the distributional form.

(2) Stated simply, using the Poisson demand assumption, it is
possible to calculate the probability of having X component end items of
type I in the repair/resupply cycle at any random point in time.

3-1
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Thus, the probability of having at least one unit of component end item
type I available from float (probability of having X or less component
end items of type I in the repair/resupply cycle) can be related to the
respective float level X of component end item type I.

Define:

N = Quantity of end items assigned to the
using unit.

M -- Total number of types of component end
items which are candidates for float stock.

X(I) = Quantity of component end items, of type I
in repair/resupply at any random point in
time.

MTBFf(I) = Mean-time-between-failures requiring float
for component end item type I. (In calendar time.)

MTTRf(I) = Mean-time-to-repair/resupply for component
end item type I. (In calendar time)

T(1) = Mean-transportation-time for component end
item type I.

B(I) = Mean-time-awaiting-repair/resupply for
component end item type I.

W(I) = Mean-repair/resupply-time for component
end item type I (MTRTfCI) + T(I) + B(I)).

F(I) = Float stock level for component end item
type I.

C(I) = Unit cost to purchase, stock, and maintain
in float, component end item type I.

R[F(I)IMTBFf(I), W(1), NI = Component-end-item-float-availability for
component end item type I when float
stock equals F(I), given parameters
MTBF(1), W(1), and N.

RG = Float-availability goal.

FýX(I)IKMrBFf(I), W(I), N] = Probability of having X units of component
end item type I in the repair/resupply
channel.

SL = Maximum quantity of any component end item
type which can be stocked in float.

3-2
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(3) The probability that, at a random point in time, none of the
end items are inoperable for the lack of float for component end item
type I, is simply the component-end-item-float-availability of component
end item type I.

This is given as:

F(I)
R[F(I) WrBFf(I), W(I), NJ = E FX(I) IMTBFf(I), W(l), Ni (1)

X(I)-O

For 1=1, 2, 3, --- , M.

(4) The float-availability of the complement of end items is the
probability that, at a random point in time, no end item is inoperable
for lack of float for any component end item. This is given by:

Float availability = py R[F(I) IKTBFf(I), W(I), NJ (2)
I=1

(5) Under the Poisson demand assumption and Palm's theorem,

JNXW(I) IX(I) e r BFW(Dl

FfX(I) INIBF f(I), W(1), N] = (3)
XC1)!

For I=1, 2, 3, --- , M, and

X(I)=O, 1, 2, --- , SL;

otherwise the total expression = 0.

(6) For convenience, let:

NxW(I) expected number of component end item type I
A(l) -- = in the repair/resupply cycle from the N end

VrRaFf (T) items assigned te the user.

3-3
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(7) Substituting equations (1) and (3) into equation (2) yields:

X(I) -A(I)
M (1) A(I) e

Float availability = F(I (4)=1x(1)=o x(i) ;

(8) Therefore, the problem is to minimize:

M
E C(I).F(I) (5)

I=1

(9) Satisfying the constraint:

M
i R[F(I) JA(I)] p RG (6)

1=1

For F(I)!SL, and

I =1, 2, 3, --- , M.

(10) The procedure used to solve the above objective function,
subject to the one constraint, is described in section II.

3-5. Method 2-- Onerational Readiness Float Using Prior Data. a.
Introduction and formulation of problem. This technique uses the demand
over a fixed past interval of time to estimate the float-availability
resulting from operational readiness float, by allocating float levels to
minimize float stock cost. The problem can be formulated as follows:

It is desired to choose float stock levels for component end
items, F(I), for each of M different types of component end
items which have experienced specific demands (D(I)) from a
group of N end items over some fixed past interval of time so
that the float-availability shall be greater than or equal to
a prespecified float-availability requirement. The solution
will also 7ield a minimum float stock cost.

b. Additional assumptions.

(1) Assumptions used in this model in addition to those already
presented are:

(a) The mean-demand for any component end item during a fixed
interval of time is a gamma 1 distributed random variable e given by
f(O,a,8); where a and $ are parameters of the gamma distribution.

'This gamma distribution of mean demands is referred to as the prior
gamma distribution in the latter discussion.

3-4
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(b) Historical demand data over a fixed interval of time are
available for each candidate component end item for which float stock
is to be established.

(2) The first assumption is supported by work done by Sherbrooke.
The failure of any particular component end item in an end item composed
of many such component end items is a random variable. The mean-demand
of any one component end item is an unknown constant, but tie mean-demand
of all component end items in an end item will form a distribution of mean-
demands. This is the reasoning behind the mean-demand distribution
assumption. The use of the log-normal distribution as well as the gamma
distribution has been suggested for such applications. Although both
methods are available for computer application, the gamma distribution
is used in the discussion.

(3) Historical demand data necessary to satisfy the second
assumption above are available by proper application of the documentation
of float usage procedures specified in AR 750-19. The demand data must
represent the total demands, from all end items being supported by
float, for a float component end item type.

(4) The necessity of having past demand data available eliminates
the use of this procedure for new end items or for end items with no
failure data. This procedure will yield a result for float requirements
even if all demands are zero for the inputs, providing the prior dis-
tribution parameters are estimated. However, unless it is known that
zero demands really resulted from zero failures requiring float and not
because of a lack of proper data collection procedures, or because the
component end item is relatively new, this procedure should not be used
with such inputs.

c. Development of model.

(1) The derivation of this model uses the principles of Bayesian
statistics in estimating fuLure demands for component end items.
Bayesian statistics is primarily concerned with predicting a future
state of nature based on assumptions about past Ftates, or knowledge
gained on past states of nature through sorm- experiment, or by means of
a set of data tied to past experience. By assuming a distributional
form for the past mean-demand for float of all component end items in
an end item, it is possible to use the assumption to calculate the
prcbabilities of X demands in the future. Instead of trying to give
a point estimate of true demand for float for the component end item,
this approach estimates the probability that the mean-demand for float
for the component end item has various values.

3-5
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Define:

M = Total number of types of component end items
which are candidates for float stock.

D(I) = Total quantity of past demands from all end
items for component end item type I over some
fixed interval of time.

C(I) - Unit cost of component end item type I.

= Shape parameter of the prior gamma distribution
of mean-demands for component end item type 1.

= Scale parameters of the prior gamma distribution
of mean-demands for component end item type I.

P = The number of cells into which the prior gamma
distribution of mean-de~ands for component end
item type I is divided.

r(a) = Gamma function with argument a,r(uc)=(-l)!

Ok = Mean of the kth cell, where k=l, 2, 3, --- , P.
Pr[D(I) 0 = Conditional probability of D(I) demands given

a mean-demand of ek.

T = The fixed past interval of time over which
component end item demands were observed.

= (AT/T) the ratio of the weighted average
repair/resupply time (AT) for all component
end item types, to the fixed past demand
observation time (T).

Pr[X(,'I)f AG = Conditional probability of X demands during ak] mean-repair/resupply time given a mean-demand
of Aek

FI) Float stock level for component end item type I.

RfF(1) lo 0]= Conditional component-end-item-float-availability
for component end item type I for float leve.
F(I), given a mean-demand (ok ) during a mean-
repair/resupply time.

2The division of the distribution of mean-demands into P cells is math-
ematically necessary for numerical integration involved in the calculaticn
of the Bayesian inverse probabilities. The actual number of cells is
determined through a trade-off. As the n'mber increases, the accuracy,
computation time, and core requirements increase. For component end items
with mean-demands of less than ten, it was found that twenty cells operate
effectively and efficiently.

3-6
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R[F(I) ID(I)1 ]Conditional component-end-item-float-availability
for component end item type I for float level
F(I), given that the component end item
experienced P(I) demands during some fixed past
interval of time.

z Factor to reflect anticipated changes in usage
or end item density.

SL = Maximum quantity of any component end item type
which can be stocked in float.

RG = Float-availability goal.

(2) By the method of moments, the parazeters of the prior gamma
distribution can be determired as such:

M
Expected value of e = a$= D(I)/M

I=1

E D2(I) - DCI
2 I=1I I=I

Var (O)= 2

M-1

Therefore,

2

S DDI )I D ( I ) 1 2I=1 M1 .

1 =(8)

[I=l DC )

(3) Once & and a are obtair'.d from equations (7) and (8), the
prior ganmma distribution defining zhe past mean-demands for all comnonent
end items i- described. However, the data available concern past demands

3-7
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for each component end item and not mean-demands. The objective is to
use these past demands to calculate the float-availability for each
type of component end item in light of the past demand data.

(4) It is convenient to subdivide the prior gamma distribution
into P cells. This essentially says that, for computational purposes,
the prior gamma distribution is composed of P cells which generate a
mean-demand of 8 (mean for the kth cell). This makes it possible to
calculate the probaoility of the occurrence of a particular mean-demand
0k given that a past demand D has occurred.

(5) The mean of the first and last cell (a 1 and .qp,respectively)
mrust be calculated at some percentile point, since it is obviously
impossihle to subdivide an infinite scale into P parts. The .01 and
.99 perc'ntile levels are used here, but any other level could be used.
The result of narrowing the limits (e.g., .05 and .95 levels) would be
to weight the extremes of the distribution by moving the extreme
estimates of the mean-demands corresponding to the .05 and .95 percentile
levels toward the center of the distribution. This narrowing would have
little effect on the stock levels calculated. If carried too far, it
would tend to decrease the calculated float levels, because cells
representing high demands would not be weighted proportionally.
Therefore, with the range from the .01 to the .99 percentile included
within the distribution, the results should be of sufficient accuracy
for most applications.

(6) The mean-demands,e and f at the lower and upper limits, for
the .01 and .99 percentiles rAspect&ely, are calculated from the
following equations.

Qy(-l) e-(y/8)

.01 = 1 1 dy (9)

0e lya1) e-(Y/B) 1

.99 = Iep dy (10)0(0
- r (a) ac

C7) The computer program presented herein evaluates equations
(9) and (10) by transfor-ing the gauma distribution into a chi-square
distribution/3 since chi-square tables are more readily available and
easier to use.

3 he trainsformation is y=2X/B where X is a chi-square distributed

random variable.
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(8) With e , and e calculated, the other means are calculated by
equation (11). 1 P

S 01 4 (k-l) (11)

"PP-10

For k=l, 2, 3, --- , P.

(9) The upper and lower limits L, 1and Lk respectively, of each
of the P cells are obtained from the folkowing equation:

FOP- e 11
Lk ek + -(~) (12)

For k=l, 2, 3, --- , (P-l);

with L = G and L =00.
C P

(10) With these values, the probability of occurrence of a mean-
demand of k is:

Lk y[ -1) epr(0k) = 1 k ____ ..... idY (13)
L(k-1) r(a) ac J

For k=l, 2, 3, --- , P.

(11) Using the Poisson demand generation assumption, the
probability of observing a particular demand D(T) given the occurrence
of a mean-demand of 0 kis:

kk

PD(fkJ = I(14)
Pr[O(1)6 lk] [ D(I) ! (4

This probability is calculated for each type of component end item for
all 0 k'S.

3-9
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(12) Using Bayesian inference, the probability of any 0koccurring,
given an occurrence of D(I) is:

[PrI[D(I)iek0 PrOk)(

Pr[O JDCI)j = (IS)

Z PrIDM1)6I PrCOk)

Lk=l k k

(13) The demand data used in this ýiethod is that obtained over a
fixed post interval of time T. The float problem is concerned with
supplying enough float of component end items to protect against supply
shortages over the repair/resupply time interval. Therefore, the
historical values need adjustment to convert to the projected values
6k1 , over the required time scale. This yields:
k

S= z~ek (16)

For k=l, 2, 3, --- , P.

(14) The Z value is a factor which allows the analyst to adjust
the data to fit future operational needs which may not be compatible with
the usage that generated the demand data. Possible applications of the
Z factor may reflect changes in environmental and/or usage conditions.
If conditions have changed so that twice as many demands for float are
expected, the value of Z would be equated to 2.0. With the neu mean demands,
the probability of a demand of size X arising for each component end item
type I, given the mean demand of Okis:

1x(i) ek

Prf.X(I)Ile e X e e

k[ XCI!

For X(I)nO, 1, 2, --- , F(I). (17)

(15) Using equation (17), the probability of having demands for
F(1) or less component end items of type I is:

R[F(I)(IO• = Z PrrX(I)l'kJ (18)
k X(I)=O k

For F(I)sO, 1, 2, --- , SL.
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(16) With equations (15) and (18), the weighited average utility of
each additional float of component end item type I, given that the component
end item had a demand of D(1) in the past, is:

p
R[F(I)ID(I)] = E R[F(I)IO ] PrekBi)(1)j (19)

k=1 ,

(17) Equation (19) gives the float-availability of component end
item I given a particular float stock level of F(I). The float-
availability of a complement of end items is:

M
Float-availability = f RtF(I)ID(I)] (20)

I=I

(18) The problem is then reduced to finding the set of stock levels
F(I) which minimizes the cost of float stock and yields the desired float-
availability goal. Therefore, the problem is to minimize

E C(I)F(l) , satisfying:
1=1

M
H R[F(I) IA(I)] z RG (21)

I=1

(19) The number of end items being supported with component end items
stocked in float does not enter into the calculations of this method.
Demand data are generated by all end items; using such data in this method
accounts for all end items, regardless of the actual nmnber. If there is
an anticipated change in the number of end items in use, the value of the
Z must reflect the percentage of change.

3-4. Conclusion. a. These methods provide the user the capability to:

(1) Allocate operational readiness float to achieve a float-
availability goal.

(2) Perform the allocation in a manner which minimizes the cost
to achieve a float-availability goal.

(3) Perform allocations which consider the random nature of end
item failure and component end item failures.

b. These important considerations are not available to the user in
present methods of allocating operational readiness float.
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CHAPTER 4

USER'S GUIDE

4-1. General. A computer program was developed to perform the calcula-
tion inherent in the previously discussed float allocation procedure.
The codin7 procedures required for the utilization of this computer
program are presented in the following chapter. The presentation consists
of two parts which coincide with the two procedures for float allocation:
(i) without and •io with historical demand data.

4-2. Float Allocation Without Historical Data. a. Data inputs. The
following set of data is necessary to utilize this method.

(1) The code number -- the value is 1 for this method.

(2) The number of float-availability goals and their values, for
which float allocation is desired. (Maximum number Ls 10.)

(3) Float stock level limit -- the maximum number of any tyne of
component end item to be stocked in float.

(4) The quantity cGf end items assigned to the user.

(5) For each floatable cn,5,ponent end item:

(a) Description or user-distin-uishable code.

(b) Unit cost to float each comnonent end item.

(c) 'ITBF f(1) -- the mean-ti ie-between-failures for each component

end item of tyne I which requires float.

(d) 11(I) -- the mean-time-between-float-replenishment for each
comnonent end item of type I. This value is the mean interval between
the time that a failed end item generates a float demand and the time
that the floated component end item is renlaced or returned -o float
status. This time period may be subdivided into: the mean-tine-to-
renair/resurply, the mean-tiansportation-time, and the mean-time-
"nwai tinp-repai r/resupply.

b. Coding nroccdure. The data inputs are discussed in four parts,
each of which contains an example coded data card. The data nositions
on the card and tle inclusion or exclusion of decimal points must be
strictly followed. The specific formats are illustrated on the sample
datai cards.

(11 Initialization card 1:

(a) *rhe code number value of I is entered in column .A.

L.-1
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(b) The number of float-availability goals to be used in the float
calculation is right justified in columns 5-8. (Maximum number is 10.)

(c) The float stock level limit is right justified in columns
9-12.

(d) The number of different floatable component end items is right
justified in columns 13-16.

(e) An example coded initialization card 1 is shown below.

/, • 6,6• LO. .. '

1 4 1 1 10 10 11 1 0 1 14 IS 16 1 It 1 6 .10 21 Z?' 23 24 2 6 .1 0 29 D 3 1 3 2 6 33 3 1 31 i 9 t 1 V 1 1 4

00O000O0O0OOO0000OOOOl-160 000000000
2 f ,1233416J?2it oo12kis4Iiif

(2) Initialization card 2:

(a) Enter the values of the desired float-availability goals in
descending order (highest value first) from left tn right on the card
in consecutive ten column fields. Each value must be less than 1.0 and
must contain a decimal point. For the computer program in this pamphlet,
a maximum of four decimal places can be used.

(b) An example coded initialization card 2 is shown below.

0.990 0.95 0.90o 0 .7o500 o.50o 0.370ko j
3 4 3 6 8 4 0 11 2 11 14 15 16 tyI t 29 n3 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 . 6 ?S 23? 8 9 3t2 ? II 2 1 2 3 31 i 1 2 9 ' 2 4 3 6

(31 Initialization card 3:

(a) Quantity of end items assigned to the user. This number must
be right justified in columns 1-4.

(b) An example coded initialization card is shown below.

1 2 3 4 5 S 1 9117 1 uI....J J. 4 2 I 2 9 2 0 2 2 2 9 ' 2 2 2 , 9 2 2

14 15 16 1? 1 - 20 21 2 2.21 8 i1 A V9 '2

(4) Item characteristics card:

(a) For each floatable component end item, enter the identification
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code (the FSN or other identification,* in columns 1-40. A short
description can also be included.

(b) The unit cost to float each component end item is entered
in columns 41-5O, in dollars and cents. (Maximum is 9999999,99.)

(c) The W(I) is entered in columns 51-60.

(d) The 1'flBF f(1) is entered in columns 61-70.

The unit cost, M'rBFf(I), and the W(I) must each contain a decimal point;
the dimensional units for MTBFf(I) and W(I1 must bJe identical for all
cnmponent end items, i.e., Cost = $1000.00, W(.I) = 5.00 hours,
'f h= 245,00 hours.

(e) An example item characteristi'.s card is shown below.

c. Data deck sequence. The set of data cards must be ordered
as shown below.
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4-3. Float Allocation With I1istorical Demand Data. a. Data inputs.
The following set of data is required as input for the second method.

(1) The code number -- the value is 2 for this method.

(2) The number of float-availability goals and their values, for
which float allocation is desired. (Maximum number is 10.)

(3) Float stock level limit -- the maximum number of any type of
component end item to be stocked in float.

(4) The quantity of component end items assigned to the user.

(5) For each floatable component end item:

(a) Description or user-distinguishable code.

(h) Ulnit cost to float each component end item.

(c) The number of past demands for float of each component end
item, accumulated over some interval of time.

(6) A projected usage/density factor. This factor is used to bias
the input data whenever it is known that float is being computed for end
items that will have different usage rates and/or different quantities
than the end items that generated the original data.

(7) The mean-repair/resupply time for component end items being
floated.

(8) The interval of time over which the demand data was obtained.

b. Coding procedure. The data inputs are discussed in four parts,
each of which contains an example coded data card. The data positions on
the card and the inclusion or exclusion of decimal points must be ;trictly
followed. The specific formats are illustrated on the sample data cards.

(1) Initialization card 1:

(a) The code number value of 2 is entered in column 4.

(b) The number of float-availability goals to be used in the float
calculation is right justified in columns 5-8. (Maximum number is 10.)

(c) The float stock level limit is right justified in columns
9-12.

(d) The number of different floatable component end items is right
justified in columns 13-16.
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(e) An example coded initialization card 1 is shown below.

3 64 3 ~l111 IlII30 01 0456 24 93-i 10 Fl I4 " 331'. ' jO511d90

/ ,1 is 196' q'o "'2 1 i "I-i s

(2) Initialization card 2:

(a) Enter the values of the desired float-availability goals in
descending order (highest value first) from left to right on the card -

in consecutive ten column fields. Each value must be less than 1.0 and
must contain a decimal point. For the computer program in this pamphlet,
a maximum of four decimal places can be used.

(b) An example coded initialization card 2 is shown below.

0'990 0.95 0.900 0.7500 0.5000 0.3700

3 931 9110111 013114115 G: N ?3~1 7 2201i40 '-? A110lV211134 114313 3111. 103141 5 41.7 0 '150933361 '434 67 6131M 65

(3) Item characteristics card:

(a) For each floatable component end item, enter the identification
code (the FSN or other identification) in columns 1-40. A short
deicription can also be included.

(b) The unit cost to float each component end item is entered in
columns 41-50, in dollars and cents. (Maximum is 9999999.99.)

(c) The past demand is entered in columns 51-55. The demand must
be read in as a.real number, for computational purposes only to one
decimal place.

(d) An example coded item characteristics card is shown below.

•.-.1.0•. 1.0

M 324 5 18 1191 -l 41Il2If'Z:071133 -U - Uj~ 140.44444 IS16 It t34-37 IL 13

(4) Data characteristics card:

(a) The usage/density factor is entered in columns 1-10 with a
maximum of three decimal places.
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(b) The mean-repair/resupply time is entered in columns 11-20 with
a maximum of three decimal places.

(c) The time interval over which the data were collected is entered
in columns 21-30 :ith a maximum of three decimal places. The dimensional
units must be the same as for (b) above (e.g., both hours, or days, etc.).

(d) An example coded data characteristics card is shown below.

I 2 3 4 5 6 a 1 I i 4 J5 1, 1 to to a 21 Z 2 3 24 2 5 6 21 3 ?9 zA 31 V 1 3 VI 3 T- 75 3 1 N

0,• 1 U6 1. 'o 7, ,,, '- '6 7

c. Data deck sequence. The set of data cards must be ordered as
shown below.

/ITEM CIHARACTERISTICS 
WADS,

r INITIALIZATION CARD 2

INITIALIZATION CARD 1
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Appendix A

MODEL VARIATIONS

This appendix is used to discuss situations which deviate from those
idealized in the formulation of this model.

A-1. Condition - An item is a component end item, and it is impossible
or undesirable to allocate that item as float.

Action - Such an item may be disregarded when applying this
model. However, the float-availability indicated by
the float allocation must be modified by the user to
reflect the float-availability of the nonfloatable
component end item.

Two modifications are possible that permit the model to obtain a float-
availability which includes the effect of the nonfloatable component end
item.

a. The unit cost of stocking the component end item in float may
be assigned a large value, i.e., $9999999.99.

b. Alternatively and preferably, the float-availability goal can
, be divided by the float-availability of the nonfloatable component end

item (thc probability of zero demands on the nonfloatable component end
item). This new value can then be input into the model as the float-
availability goal.

A-2. Condition - The float limit varies with component end item.

Action - The model assumes the maximum float limit is the same
for each floatable component end item. It is possible
that variable float limits will have no effect on the
presently formulated model. The effect can be deter-
mined by setting the maximum float limit to a high
value (less than 100). This value should allow the
f!.-at-availability goals to be achieved without reaching
this limit. If, upon reviewing the model allocation,
it is found that the actual float limits of the
respective component end items are not exceeded, the
solution has been reached. However, if float limits
are exceeded, computer program modification will be
necessary.

A-3. Condition - The incremental cost of float for one or more component
end items is not constant.

Action - The average incremental cost can be used, if the
associated error is acceptable to the user.

A-1
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Model redefinition is necessary to arrive at an optimal solution if the
inclusion of variable incremental costs of float is desired.

A-4. Condition - It is necessary to maximize float-availability

constrained to a fixed amount of funds.

Action - This problcm is a sli'ght variation of the problem
addressed in this namphlet (obtain a float-
availability goal at a minimum cost). Only minor
modification of the computer program is required.
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Appendix B

SAMPLE INPUT DATA AND OPTIMAL FLOAT LEVEl. ALLOCATI')NS

This appendix contains two examples to illustrate the dual usage of tile
model as well as the output format of the computer adaption. The first
example Rives a float allocation for an end item without dcmand data. The
second example -ives an allocation for an end item with demand data.

B-1. S-ystem Without Prior Data. a. The end item tinder consideration is
to meet a float-availability goal of 0.95 at a minimum cost. The failure
and repair related data and the cost for the four component end items are
as follows.

Component End Items W(hours) !',BFr(hours) Cost/Unit

FSN (XXXXX.XXI) 5.0 24S.0 $1,000.00

FSN (XXXXX.XX2) 6.0 194.0 $2,000.00

FSN (XXXXX.XX3) S.0 445.0 SS,000.0O

FSN (XXXXX.XX4) 5.0 120.0 $ 500.00

The number of end items authorized float support is 50.

b. The computer inputs and outputs for this exanple are shown on
table B-1. An output has been included which shows the float stick
levels required to meet a float-availability goal of 0.99 for comparison
purposes. The total cost for float stock to meet the 0.95 float
availability goal is seen to be $25,000. The float-availability goal of
0.99 can be obtained for $33,500. Therefore, the float-availability can
be increased by another 4%.with the expenditure of $8,500. This
illustrates the importance of computing the float ievels for a number of
float-availability goals instead of merely one. The achieved float-
availabilities for the float levels calculated are 0.96 and 0.99, which
are the closest values obtained that meet or exceed the requirements of
0.95 and 0.99. This is not saying that a system of float levels cannot
be computed that yields a lower float-availability closer to the desired
value even at a slightly smaller cost. It simply means that on a dollar/
float-availability basis, a float-availability of 0.96 is the best rate
that exceeds specifications.

B-2. System With Prior Data. a. The operational readiness float for
the end items under consideration is to meet a float-availnxity goal
of 0.95 at a minimum cost. Each end item is composed or four component

,end items. The historical demand data for a fixed interval of time and
the cost per unit are listed below.
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Component End Items Demands/Period Cost/d:1it

FSN (XXXXX.XXl) 1.0 $1,000.00

FSN (XXXXX.XX2) 2.0 $2,000.00

FSN (XXXXX.XX3) 0.0 $5,000.00

FSN (XXXXX.XX4) 2.0 $ S00.00

It was assumed the condition of usage, number of end items in the group,
and period for float allocation are equal to the condition of the past
demand period.

b. The computer inputs and outputs for this example are shown on
table B-2. The output for the 0.99 float-availability goal is included
for comparison purposes.
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Table B-1. Float Allocations Without Prior Data

INPUT LISTING TABLE

NUMBER OF END ITEMS FIELDED= 50

ITEM COST UNIT MTTR MTBF

FSN XXXXX.XXI 1000.00 5.00 245.00

FSN XXXXX.XX2 2000.00 6.00 194.00

FSN XXXXX.XX3 5000.00 5.00 445.00

FSN XXXXX.XX4 500.00 5.00 120.00

REOD FLOAT-AVAILABILI'TY--0.9500 ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9509

FLOAT AND ASSOCIATED COST TO OBTAIN THE ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY

ITEM ID.NO. AND DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ITEM FLOAT TOTAL ITEM COST

FSN XXXXX.XX1 4 4000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX2 4 8000.00

FSN XXXXX.'.X3 2 10000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX4 6 3000.00

TOTAL COST OF FLOAT STOCKAGE 25000.00

REQD FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9900 ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9902

FLOAT AND ASSOCIATED COST TO OBTAIN THE AC-. UAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY

ITEM IO.NO. AND DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ITEM FLOAT TOTAL ITEM COST

FSN XXXXX.XX1 5 5000.00

FSN /XXXX.XX2 5 10000.00

FSN Y',XXX.XX3 3 15000.00

FSN XX,•XX.XX4 7 3500.00

TOTAL COST OF FLOAT STOCKAGE 33500.00
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Table B-2. Float Allocations With Prior Data

INPUT LISTING

ITEM COST/UNIT DEMAND

FSN XXXXX.XXt 1000.00 1.0

FSN XXXXX.XX2 2000.00 2.0

FSN XXXXX.XX3 5000.00 0..

FSN XXXXX.XX4 500.00 2.0

USAGE FACTOR= 1.00
AVERAGE REPAIR.'RESUPPLY TIME= 1.00
DATA COLLEC-- TON PERIOD= 1.00

REQD FLOAT-AVAtLABILITY--0.9500 ACTUAL. FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9597

FLOAT AND ASSOCIATED COST TO OBTAIN THE ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY

ITEM IO.NO. AND DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ITEM FLOAT TOTAL ITEM COST

FSN XXXXX.XXI 5 5000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX2 6 12000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX3 3 15000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX4 7 3500.00

TOTAL COST OF FLOAT STOCKAGE 35500.00

REQD FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9900 ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY--0.9931

FLOAT AND ASSOCIATED COST TO OBTAIN THE ACTUAL FLOAT-AVAILABILITY

ITEM ID.NO. AND DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ITEM FLOAT TOTAL ITEM COST

FSN XXXXX.XX1 7 7000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX2 7 14000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX3 5 25000.00

FSN XXXXX.XX4 9 4500.00

TOTAL COST OF FLOAT STOCKAGE 50500.00
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Appendix C

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR FLOAT ALLOCATivN PROCEDURE

This appendix contains a FORTRAN IV computer program which can be used to
determine operational readiness float based on the two methods previously
discussed. Coding procedures for this program are discussed in chapter
4. This computer program was structured to handle low demand items.

High demand data will cause the logarithm and exponential functions to
overflow and underflow. If such application is desired, modification of
the computer program is necessary.

C-i
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FORTQAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN DATE z 74296 20114/0)3 PAIE 1-i'lI

zzol nIMENSION W313o3.MTBF.33OR3,C3 IeI6l,Allgi~oR,R6303.

3CHIS~j2.20).S(QLNfl3I33.PRX(IJ(IL,313,?.N(251e
000c DIMENSION COSThI03

37* 63, 36.2.8. b. 3 7.0A/
e004 EAL mT TP..4TATF,LNHVF .MAR--U.LPRME ,MAXLI3M

C MAIN PRflGRAM FORH rf)MVUIIN3, (J.R.FLOAT LFVELS POP Cc~mpf'jtNr fjo

C iTEýAS

00.'51061 FURlMAT31H7.1.1X,.FLflAT AVýI1ARILITY--'.7.'..*IS INVALID-)
20.6 ~IoL rflRMAT(414/(ijfiý.411
0207 1011 r0RMAT3IIAA4.3F11.?)
0ean 1024 FURMAIII43

J2095' 10'e5 FJRMATWU,?,4X.OINfIJT tISIING TABiLE .//,lox, -umvdR nF -ju I1'~M
I fICLCEDz' .14./I)

izl I26 Ff)NMATI'iIX.- ITEW'.bK'C$#4I X,3'*.,MB'/3

1034 FRUMAr3-1H,2IE,'R,'?[, FL(,AT AVAILABILITY--,.7aŽA*,:uLr~

I AVAILAt61L1EY--'.C?.4,////,3.?X,*FLf)At A'jr fssrIr;Iitr) C(:ST TO) jrAl
2t THE INPfICATi-U 'f%'ft3LAPIL1Y',//,k0X,'IIL" rI.'40. Airj r]EVAI'ýI!'H'

3,2MXREUUIiRtL ITE" FL0&i',4X'~KTfAL I TI1ACO ST)

.:,14 1045 rnfl t31l.,Z2x,'1flTAL CoSF nFl FLnlAT STflCKA;E.['4Xf1.FI'3
1115 12'ý2 FORMAT3?I(,DCSIER[ FLUAT AVAIL. GOlAL CAN .11T FE MET 1.1f3 P~s'J

ISTOCK LEJEL LIMIT-1
OZ16 1',f ?61 fOMAT (/ f2.5X , - IT &L CUtW i Aý INI)ICATFD S TtK AU IS 15 ,F12.?)

.ý2171110 rORN'AT33T-j5.2.)
,;;1k1111 FU(RMAT(I CA'..F 12. 2.F5. 1)
ie0t1112 F!)RMATf1U1,24X.*INflUT LISr3N(1.11///11.Irt~m* *34X, CjS TIU'-jI T

3 * NA, E MANN *.//)

':.1 ?1113 FUJRMAT(It1Y.I'.A4,41C,FR.2, ?XF5.i,/3
1114 F U,(MA T I/ / q I .t UA rF F AC Infl=I, 'F 121. ? /LX,1 VL R dAt, E P'. I10 PI'/ iL Y

J.74flU go tzt,'NOCS[

81 woll'EiG,1001'13F.31)

d?24 F14 C.-'3T I NUL

OP31 H? ';,) t(; (8900.9000 .FC.

0 613 ' WR1. AIATDtI16. I )21)N

.60 33 bdRITL. f,.10261
1&034 DOU 1001 I 1.N I

.:0 15 PC ~HAD 5, 1011 )3316 r, IJ3 ,JýI10 1 r. I I I W3 I I ,M IF BF 1
2v ITE wiItlt.I2?73 (n(ft Ij3,J=1. 123.C3 1.W(31 .Mr2F 113

evi 3 rLF L.1

zi~li Af~=(*W~l/MbC-?
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F I Q TRA,, IV G~ LEVLL 13 M A I t [,A1t 129 0/4 PA',I W~e

.:C4 1 9 CALL FACrIJl.FAC)

V46 I-4RIF (I J)=LNRIF I jJ)*TEq4
e, ' 4 7 O TC 1?
.:J4811 LNRIF(I,J)=E9Pl-A(f))

,J5?LN~l0F(II.JI=ALfii.LNRYfIFI.J))
hest Id. CONTINUEF

JOS" Lei flu 2 idý ,N I

J053 ro 2v J=I.L

e01313 ARGUi I.J=I=LNKIFI V.K)-LNJRIF( i,JH/CI I)

.60,6 2Jw CONTINUE

a?57 n0 ?10 I1-1N14

d (A 116JFLOATIII=e
Z.1119 M0 C G',T I WE

J 6.: GO LU 390

J062 10 3c/ CUNIINI

Z.h4 If' 331 aI4 -UI I, 1T IFLMAX I~- io ii

j.6 FLOArTI= I FJA

30A j C C 0 N IX 1

alit JFL911t(IILP-1r=IFLA

.. ý73PO 40 I=1.NOCS

513 C1I3) 7 1U),PHRC

.;!If 421, C 0 J1N

TU iflSCInSCJCufST

5JWRITE 16,I0'.3) krOCCPkR

40 r),fl CU 25?,N

0 1! b 53 CON'TJCINUF FOA(J

,;~~~~~rf CO 8 ?5 sT= stj rG

JA97 ~ ~ ~ G WITE6C 00 CA! ~ ),ý.0,JLA~j.u
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FURTRAN IV G LEVEL IA MAIN nAIE ?P'?96 i_334/2f3PAE00

W098 no 96ee IsI.N!
04199 READIS,1111)IIDI I.J),J=11I01,CIII.0(1I
81.1 9801 WRITEE6,1113)111041 IJIJ=I,101.CI 11,0111

@L82 WRITE16.I 1141ZAF.TIP.E

gigs SQOI=.O6
0166 DO 130 11,.NI
Ole? SUMDI=SUMOI*Dti1
vivo SQDI-SQOI.DI!I)*2
.0189 A 1~ 30 CONTINUE
OIL@ &NI.NI
16111 BETA=IANI.s1j01/sumrI-SUM4DI IIIANI-1.81
4112 ALPHA-SUMOI/IANI *brTA)
m:113 CALL GAMMAIALPHA,Y,E)
9114 nOF=2.8*ALPHA
fells IFIDOF-1.01199,72.2028
8116 199ý 0111=CH1SQI1,11
4117 CI IN)=CHISQ12.1 I
sit$ GO TO 203
9119 202 1lO0F I - OF
d12e DOFI=IDOFL
11121 ID0F2=1D0F1+l
0122 Ct.CNISn(t.I00FtI
is12 3 02=CHY .,diI.I PUF2)
0124 0111=1 102-Q11*(OOF-OOFI I+OiI*8ErA/2.0
k;125 n3=CHISQ12,I00FI)
8126 04=CHISQ(2.10OF2)
d12? 01 INII 104-03)*IOOF-DOfFIl.Q31*BETA/7.0
0128 203 TIN-IN

Z129 TEMP2=IQIINI-C(I))/(TN-I.f6I
0130 ZZ=Y*EETA**ALPHA
16131 NtIN-l
w132 00 230 K1I.NT
1,131 OIKI=Q11l),IK-1 *TEPAP?
0134 LIMIKI=QIKI .TEMP2I'.0

C135 2W' CONTINUE
0i136 SuMPT=0.7
.137 LIMI IN1=011141
W138 JI'4=IN.1
b 1 39 C-J 339 KK=1,IN
J 140 K=JIN'-KK

0141 J=K-1
d147 IeF(K-1N)33,310,33
0143 411 SUMP-.81

o144 TEMP5=TEMP2
0145 TEMP2=TE1WP5/2,0
0146 Go TO 385
(C147 33 SUMP=0.0
j14R TEMP2-TEMP5
4149 1F(K-I 13?5.320,305

a1so 305 APsI IPIljI**IALPHA-1.£)OEXP(-LIP41J)/EITA/I/U

.315 AP-LP1MKI**IALPHA-1421*EXPI-L IM(K,/BITA/I/Z
"152? PRIK)I=I 3CP2/2.e)*IAP4BP) 4501W

4153 SUMPT-SUj"PT4Pll(KI
£154 CGO TO 330
.6155 328 PRIK)I..-SUMPT
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FUjR~qA4 IV G; LEVEL 18 MAIN DATEE 72295 20/)4/L'.3 PAOE id

C156IFIPRIKI-0.0)331 .338. 330
01-37 331 PRIK)=O.O
10158 330 CONTINUE
fo159 B- 00 4.3a I-hI.P
sibit SUMP-0.6

0162 CALL FACT(TXX,FAC)
e163 00 43 K=1,IN
w164 ORUGQII.K).EXPIC(Hs*ALOG4(IKI 1-Q(KI-FAC)
.6165 SUMPsSUMP*PRUGO4I,Kl*PR(K)
d166 43 CONTINUE
V:167 DO 430 J'1,1N
3168 PRQGU(I.J)=PRUGQI I,JI*PRIJI/SUMP
0169 4.30 CONTINUE
W17C DD 550 K-1.IN
L 171 O1K) .(AT/TIME)*Z*QIK I
e172 Ll-L.1
al173 00 550 I-I,Ll
io1714 J-1-1
.j175 CALL FACT(J.FAC)
d176 PRKG0IK,I)=EXPIJ*ALOGIQIKfl-Q1K)-FAC)
.dt77 550 CONTINUE
e17b 00 601 K=I.IN
Z179 TEMP3=0.2'
14180 DO 601 IS-I.Ll
d181 PRXGQIK.IS)-TEMP3*PRXGQ(K. IS)
id1a? TEMP3=PR('CJI(KIS)
J183 641 CONTINUE
0184 110 700 1=1,NI
0 185 DO 702 IS=1.L1
k:186 TEMP4=0.0

k;1870D 699 Kzl,IN
018B INKIFEI ,IS)=TEMP4+PRXGQIK.lS)*PROGU( 1,1(
J189 TFNP4sLNRIF (I *IS I
IC190 699 CUTINUE
.0191 LNRIF(I,IS).ALOGfLNRIF( I, IS))
i6192 708 CONTINUE
J193 GO TO 101
0194. 611 CONTINUE
0195 680 STOP
0196 ENO
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Appendix 1)

FORTRAN SEGMENT FOR PRIOR DATA USING LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

D-1. If the demand data indicate that the distribution of means follows
a log-normal distribution, another program segment must be substituted
into the source deck to allow for a log-normal representation. The log-
normal segment shown on table D-1 must be substituted for the segment
between markers A - and B * in the source program which is contained in
appendix C.

D-2. To use the log-normal segment, it is necessary to include, following
the data elements required by chapter 4 , data for the standardized
normal distribution. This data set is shown in table D-2 and must be
entered in ascending order.

D-1
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Table D-1. Log-normal Segment

0095 A 1 130 CONTINUE
0096 TIN = IN
0097 ANI = NI
0098 AP = SUMDI/ANI
0099 B = (SQDI.-ANI*AP**2.0) / (ANI-I.l)
0100 VAR = ALOG (1.0+B/AP**2.0)
0101 AMEAN = ALOG (AP)-VAR/2.0
0102 SDEV = SQRT (VAR)
0103 Z01 = -2.33
0104 X01 = EXP (ZO1*SDEV+AMEAN)
0105 X99 - EXP ((-Z01)4 SDEV+AMEAN)
J106 SUMP =.01
0'- 7 TEMP 2 = (X99-X01)/TIN
01v NT = IN-1
0109 DO 230 K = 1,IN
0110 Q(K) = X01 + (K-I)*TEMP 2
0111 230 LIM (K) = Q (K) + TEMP 2/2.0
0112 SUMPT 0.0

0113 READ (5,1012) (ZN (I), I = 1,234)
0114 1012 FORMAT (10F8.5)
0115 DO 1K=1, NT
0116 JZ = ((A LOG (LI M (K)) - AMEAN)*100.0/SDEV)
0117 IF (JZ-0) 4, 7, 7
0118 4 JZ =-1*JZ+1
0119 ZN (JZ) = 1.0-ZN (JZ)
0120 IF (K-i) 8, 8, 9
0121 8 PR (K) = ZN (JZ)
0122 URP = ZN (JZ)
0123 GO TO I
0124 7JZ =JZ + 1
0125 9 PR (K) = ZN (JZ)-URP
0126 URP = ZN (JZ)
0127 !F (K-NT) 1, 3, 1
0128 3 PR (IN) = 1.0-ZN (JZ)
0129 1 CONTINUE
0130 B 0- DO43G15=1, NI
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Table D-2. Normal Table Data for Log-normal Program Segment

!1 535948 . 1

'326 7;.1 135 3'VI 6I 6345,l364" 685 355,,4 3 -,61

S  2 65 .6293, 6331 .6368 .672 .648

41 .l lvm • s]l'•.. 4 49 , 1' :,:04 I, P,,•]. 0•• ý p . "A -9 4 •P "404I, O." iI. 4 -?:js 55 Kjt,6 '2-t& " ! -: 4 •,•

95 .85 # .701 1754 .708 .712 .71 7190, .7 24

7V41 .73571 L 7389 .7 -'454 .746 79
1458 11310176 14151, i .3642 " .767•h 197 _4 ._.L3? ?3124 M A •15_ i 20413[- _36DI A 3IQ

9 1A 22 I) - 'l r -. r -- 55's 'SO1 '' 1 1 - -

..A159i , 6 I 38"88 6901 __•8?2• i•94_ 9 . 8pI.8.9L_

4343'S353 -1465,1 ~ 'l3~i

F 5I""FF o 96 _ Ap -I-0 .
9 7 

-

.•192, ..0207 ."•z22 .9236t .9251 .9265 9279 .9292,.936_31.

S.Q132• L9346 .9357 4 .948471 .9_42 _9 .9405 0 _948 _9423 , .9545
4, 1 f,4 ; 1,, 1120'' 1355 21 14 IS 3 .. 33. '' ' 5, 1s ' '

1425;[ * 5> 1 : i' 5' 32111'' 2•;': ' F T a •r}:• ,• , ~ 5 ---- --- , -.* k•j •- ' • 31" 3,• J'f~ IS• ' + S I ];

S.9•41 .9649 ,s 9656 I .i9664i .9671 ,.9678; .9686 ,.9693 , •69 a.,4970)6

5 I 11':,1,"q ' 1•"q •, 1'i- ' . '. 'S1 ' '>l l,; 33, S'6" ." 46I34444S31" ' 3*4",345 3: ' .. ,•P 615 T 4:- 5," 39'l : ' '" 3.'

77' )771 .83 .078 •9793 ,9 98 9803 ±.98 V .81
, • 5 2,r I'-- '1I1 " ' 33 i I 4 1 A31' 3 o1 ' 1I1S"vt" 1''- . '-- 11' A -1--1

21' 82 .930i 9834 988 .9842 .9846 .98~9 .
.9 61 • 86 L . 8 .87 , ,.9875 .. 9878 .9881 .98 a4 _ .9887 ,9890~

S .%0193 .988 98
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Appendix E

DEFINITION OF TERMS AND PHRASES

Mean-time-awaiting-repair -- Mean time a failed component end item spends
in a queue awaiting repair.

Mean-transportation time -- Mean time spent in transporting a component
end item to the repair facility from the location of failure, plus
transportation time from the repair facility to the float stock
location.

Component end it,.m -- A group of assemblies, subassemblies, dnd parts,
which although part of a larger end item, are connected together in
such a manner as to be capable of operating independently of the
larger end item, e.g., transmitter, receiver, power supply unit, etc.
These are also called end items of equipment.

Component-end-item-float-availability (as applied to operational readiness
float) -- The probability that, at a random point in time, none of
the end items supported by operational readiness float are inoperable
for lack of operational readiness float for that component end item.

Component end item float level -- The quantity of a specific component
end item which is stocked in operational readiness float.

Demand data -- Historical information describing the quantity of each
component end item requested from operational readiness float during
a specific interval of time.

End item (JCS) -- A final combination of end products, component parts,
and/or materials which is ready for its intended use, e.g., ship,
tank, mobile machine shop, aircraft, etc.

Float-availability (as applied to operational readiness float) -- The
probability that, at a random point in time, none of the end items
suppofted by operational readiness float are inoperable for lack of
any item which is authorized operational readiness float.

Float-availability goal -- The float-availability desired for the end
items supported by operational readiness float.

Float item -- A term used collectively to denote a component end item
which is to be stocked for use as operational readiness float.

Float stock cost -- The total cost of buying, stocking, and maintaining
a component end item Pllocated to operational readiness float.
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Overational readiness float -- Per AR 750-19, "End items of mission
essential, maintenance significant equipment authorized for stockage
by maintenance support units or activities to replace unserviceable
repairable equipment to meet operational commitments."

Optimal float allocation -- An allocation, such that no other Ollocation
can meet or exceed the float-availability achieved by that allocation,
at less cost.

Utility -- A measure of the increase in float-availability per dollar
expended which corresponds to increasing by one unit the quantity of
a component end item kept in float.
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